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Irish Therapy Dogs’
Bi-annual Conference, 2017
Irish Therapy Dogs’ Bi-Annual Conference took place in
Dublin on Saturday, 4th of March and was attended by
more than 100 volunteers from all corners of the country.
We had a great line up of speakers and the day proved to
be very enjoyable and educational too!
Our first speaker was Mervyn Taylor, Manager Third
Age SAGE who delivered a powerful presentation called
“Nothing about you / without you”. SAGE provides
support and advocacy services for older people who
may experience challenges in their lives due to ageing.
The word advocacy comes from the Latin ‘ad vocare’
which means “towards a voice”. SAGE sees advocacy
as the empowerment of people to ensure that they can
articulate their needs and have their voices heard, either
through themselves, or by someone else on their behalf.
Mervyn’s presentation was very informative and had great
significance for each of us as Volunteers.
Our second speaker was Ivan Cooper, who is the Director
of Advocacy with The Wheel, of which we are members.
Ivan has the responsibility for progressing The Wheel’s
policy positions on cross-cutting issues affecting the
community and voluntary sector, such as charity
regulation, funding the sector, encouraging activecitizenship, setting standards and raising awareness of
the role and significance of the sector. Ivan spoke with
passion and examined aspects such as charity regulation
and what it means for Irish Therapy Dogs and for us as
Volunteers.

Summer 2017

Our Conference this year was one of the
best and everyone left it buzzing with
renewed enthusiasm and excitement
for their work as Volunteers and for the
charity as a whole.
Our final guest speaker was Victoria Stilwell. Victoria is one
of the world’s most recognised and respected dog trainers.
Her career in pet training began when she created her own
successful dog-walking company and she immediately
recognised the need for qualified professionals to help
her clients with the training process. She expanded her
focus to dog training by learning from some of Britain’s
most respected positive-reinforcement dog trainers
and behaviourists. Since moving to the U.S., Victoria
co-founded several successful dog training companies.
She had a particular fondness for rescue animals in need
of behaviour rehabilitation and devoted much of her time
and energy to a number of animal rescue organisations.
Victoria is renowned for “It’s Me or The Dog” series and has
written a number of books on positive reinforcement dog
training methods. Victoria gave a wonderful, enlightening
and educational presentation called “Inside Your Dog’s
Mind”. It certainly helped all of us who were there to look
at our dogs in a different light!
Irish Therapy Dogs would like to thank everyone who
travelled to Dublin to attend the Conference and are
greatly indebted to our guest speakers; Mervyn Taylor,
Ivan Cooper and Victoria Stilwell for their wonderful,
informative and enlightening presentations.
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Sunshine and Hope in Our Lady’s Hospice
NiuNiu and I visit Caritas – the Palliative Care Unit of
Our Lady’s Hospice in Harold’s Cross, Dublin. ‘Hospice’
is a place of welcome and hospitality where patients
with life-limiting illnesses come to stay. Some patients
come for respite care for a couple of weeks, while others
who need more medical and nursing care stay longer.
All the patients are supported medically and spiritually
to live as well as possible for as long as possible in a
supportive environment of love and acceptance. There
are two wards St. Catherine’s and St. Gabriel’s with thirty
six beds, two four-bedded units and the rest are single
rooms, each with a little patio out onto a garden area.

We sit and chat at the side of the bed
for a while and then NiuNiu gently
snuggles up beside her new friend to
assure them of her unconditional love.
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Our visitation begins in the oratory where we ask
for God’s blessing as we prepare to bring a little joy,
happiness and comfort to those we visit and to receive
the gift that each patient is for us. Then our rounds begin
as we call to each patient checking first if it’s appropriate
for a visit – while NiuNiu prepares to charm her way
into each unique situation that awaits us. We sit and
chat at the side of the bed for a while and then NiuNiu
gently snuggles up beside her new friend to assure them
of her unconditional love. She loves the gentle strokes
of affection and in particular the tickles behind her ears.
She listens carefully to her new friend’s story and melts
their pain with the constant gaze from her warm black
eyes. On request NiuNiu happily poses for photographs
with her new friend so they can keep her in memory on
their phone until the next visit.

A great bond of friendship develops over the weeks
ahead as we get to know our new friends in each room
and both NiuNiu and the patients look forward to their
next visit. When the patients are too weak for a personal
visit, NiuNiu focuses her attention on the relatives who
may often be sad as they prepare to say goodbye to
their loved ones. She lovingly leans up against them,
welcoming tears and caresses – whatever may bring
comfort to the situation.
It is both a great privilege and a humbling experience to
be able to bring a little love and comfort to people at the
evening of life, and rewarding to share this special time.
At this stage in life’s journey any walls of defence that
may have built up, are broken down and unique stories
shared now so openly always remain confidential.
We return to the oratory at the end of our day with
gratitude in our hearts for the unique honour we had this
day with all our ‘new friends’ and their relatives asking
for blessing on each of them as they journey onward.
A Sanskrit Proverb sums up what Caritas is:

For yesterday is but a Dream
And tomorrow is only a vision
But today well lived
Makes every yesterday a Dream of
Happiness
And every tomorrow a Vision of Hope.
Irene Nealon

Irish Therapy Dogs and
St. Clare’s Disability Service
Since February 2016, we have had Deirdre and Penny visiting our residents
in St. Clare’s Disability Service in Stamullen. They come to visit us every
Monday morning. Deirdre and Penny have been met every week with
open arms and plenty of hugs, they have brought much joy to many of our
residents and have made great friendships too.
Many of our residents benefit greatly from reminiscence therapy, as such
spending time with Penny the Irish Therapy Dog helps to bring back happy
memories of owning animals when they were younger. These memories
could have been forgotten without the stimulation and the joy that Penny
and Deirdre have given us. Now our residents really look forward to
Deirdre and Penny’s weekly visit to help relive their happy memories and
wait excitedly for the doorbell to ring.
Our residents love to go for walks with Deirdre and Penny around the
grounds. Deirdre and Penny have brought such happiness and laughter to
all these people living with Disabilities and Acquired Brain Injuries and we
are so thankful to Irish Therapy Dogs, Deirdre and Penny and all the other
volunteers that help bring this amazing service to our centre and many
other centres across Ireland.
Penny visiting St Clare’s

Katie Finnegan, St. Clare’s Disability Service

Irish Therapy Dogs visit Barretstown
Barretstown Camp provides free residential camps for
children living with serious illnesses. These children
often spend vast amounts of time in hospital, often
missing out on key childhood experiences. At camp
we are able to provide an environment where we can
say ‘yes’ to activities that these children have often
been too sick to take part in, giving back some of these
missed opportunities in a fun, supportive environment,
whilst building confidence, resilience and self-esteem.
During each camp we hold a number of different
activities. As part of the horses programme children get
to take a ride down to the Barretstown stables on a train
and meet all the animals in our Barretstown stables
with the option to go on a short horse ride. With the
amazing Volunteers from Irish Therapy Dogs we have
been able to extend what we offer here and also have
Therapy Dogs for them to meet and hang out with while
down at the stables.

Having the dogs at camp has been so
positive, we have seen a visible change in
some campers as they come out of their
shell and are so joyful to see the dogs and
become relaxed once in their presence.
We hope to continue the
relationship between Irish
Therapy Dogs and Barretstown
Camp going forward and
appreciate the time and effort
each volunteer has given.

Sinead Kelly
Programme Manager,
Barretstown
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Raising
Awareness in
UCD Veterinary
Hospital
Irish Therapy Dogs were invited to UCD
Veterinary Hospital to give a talk and
demonstration about the important
work carried out by Irish Therapy Dogs
and their Visiting Teams. The team from
Irish Therapy Dogs were welcomed
by Professor Michael Doherty, Dean
of Veterinary Medicine in UCD and
Orna Feehan, Senior Representative of
the International Veterinary Students
Association (IVSA). Part of the role
of the IVSA is to organise exchange
trips between Veterinary students
of different countries and the Irish
Therapy Dogs Team were delighted to
meet Veterinary students from Brno,
Czech Republic while on a visit to raise
awareness about the wonderful work
carried out by Irish Therapy Dogs.

Dixie Working
at Actualise
Dixie is a Jack Russell/Chihuahua cross
who was adopted from the DSPCA in
March 2016. She works at the Actualise
Clinic in Glasnevin, a Psychological
disorders clinic, where she meets adults
and children. Often, children can be
nervous about coming to the clinic
because they have to have brain function
measured using an EEG cap. This cap,
which is like a swimming cap with wires,
can be scary looking but having Dixie
around can be a wonderful distraction
for the children (and their parents!)
Dixie has a sweet nature and gentle
temperament. She loves to meet new
people, especially when they come for
their initial visit, but only if they want to!
Dixie in her Irish Therapy Dogs Uniform,
waiting for a treat after a visit.
Dr. Michael Keane
Director, Actualise Clinic
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School Visits

Monty, the super Therapy Dog
Hi, I’m Alicia and I go to St. John of God Primary School in
Wexford and I am in 6th Class. Monty is an Irish Therapy Dog and
has been visiting us with his owner, Rosaleen, every Friday since
2010. We are very lucky to have him here at the school. Each time Monty
visits, there is great excitement and everyone is delighted to see him! Adults
and children all stop to greet him and everyone knows his name. Monty
greets us by wagging his tail! Different children go to see Monty every week
for different needs, some children read to him and their reading improves,
others visit him and hope to improve their social skills. Some people who
visit him benefit from rubbing and brushing Monty and are usually rewarded
with a slobbery kiss! I was diagnosed with Autism before I started Primary
School and I have spent time with Monty over the past few years. My visits
to Monty help me relax and when I rub him I get the sensory input I need to
calm down. I accompany Rosaleen and Monty walking around the school
yard and I get to practise my social skills by having a chat with Rosaleen too!
Clare is in 3rd Class. She really enjoys going to Monty every week. Clare
feels that Monty likes listening to the stories that she tells him. She believes
that her reading has got better since she began reading to him. Clare also
feels that she is calmer after Monty’s visit every week. Clare says that Monty
is “always excited and happy to see me”. Sophie is in 1st Class and she also
feels that Monty is always happy to see her. Sophie loves brushing Monty
and she likes when he thanks her with a lick! Sophie also enjoys reading
stories to Monty but her favourite thing is to sing a few songs to Monty and
Rosaleen every week. Monty brings a lot of joy to the students in St. John
of God’s school. Some children ask all week if Monty is coming! We really
appreciate Rosaleen and Monty coming to visit the children in the school.
Thank you Rosaleen and Monty!

Esther and Scamp visit Little Angels
Special Needs School
My name is Esther Jean O’Kane, I am from Donegal and I have adored
animals my entire life. I am a horse riding instructor and a swimming
teacher and I work with various charities in Donegal and Ireland. We have all
sorts of rescued animals and they are a huge part of our family. Last year my
boyfriend Brian came home from his work at our local Special Needs School
and told me that there was a lovely lady visiting the school with her little
dog. I was intrigued and asked him to find out more. I then met Sara, the
owner of Louie that had been visiting the school and she told me all about
Irish Therapy Dogs and how to get involved.
I felt one of my dogs, Scampus Maximus would be perfect for the role. We
applied to become a Visiting Team and were so happy when our application
was successful. I rescued Scamp at six weeks old and he has been by my
side, inseparable ever since. He is a Collie and is now six years old. He has
won many prizes at dog shows and always turns heads wherever we go! He
gives everyone he meets a cuddle and loves to play. He is the gentlest soul
and really cheers me up when I am down, he won’t let anyone be unhappy
around him. So I was delighted I could share his talents with people who
need him.
Scamp and I visit Little Angels Special Needs School every Friday and we
look forward to our visit every week. Scamp loves showcasing his tricks and
all the children love him. They call his name as he walks in the door which is
very special to us. Scamp will sit, give his paw and lie down for the children
on command and he loves to be groomed too! I would recommend everyone
who has a friendly, happy dog to join Irish Therapy Dogs and bring happiness
to people all over Ireland. -

Esther

“He is the gentlest soul
and really cheers me
up when I am down,
he won’t let anyone be
unhappy around him.”
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Juniors’ Page

Irish Therapy Dogs’ Biannual Conference, 2017

Junior Seminar

Jim Stephens (Wenden Kennels) is a Consultant to
the Irish Kennel Club on animal behavioural matters.
Jim is recognised as one of the most qualified animal
behaviourists in the country holding a Masters degree
from Southampton University in Companion Animal
Behaviour Counselling. He speaks regularly on all aspects
of dog and feline behaviours and writes for several
national publications, as well as appearing on TV and
Radio. Irish Therapy Dogs’ Junior Members were very
fortunate to have Jim give them a seminar on all aspects
of dog training. They are looking forward to benefiting
from more of Jim’s expertise in the future. Thank you Jim
for sharing your knowledge with the Junior Members.

Thank You!
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Awareness Days (Cork)

Awareness Days (Dublin)

School Visit

Awareness Days (Longford)
Thank You Cliodhna and
Paula for supporting
Irish Therapy Dogs in
the Womens
Mini Marathon

Congratulations
to Joan Sheehan
and her dog Luna,
who won the
Volunteers’Draw in
December.
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Is Your Pet Itching for
Allergy Relief?
Animals Suffer From
Allergies Too
Reference GREER allergy immunotherapy
Millions of domestic animals, such as dogs, cats and horses
have some form of allergy. Allergy symptoms are among
the top reasons pet owners visit their veterinarians. You
probably know human allergy symptoms like sneezing,
runny nose and watery eyes. What you may not know is
that your pet can suffer the same distress but have very
different symptoms. Signs that may mean your pet is
suffering from an allergy include:
•
•
•
•

Scratching
Face rubbing
Hair loss
Ear infection

•
•
•
•

Biting and chewing at the skin
Recurring skin infections
Vomiting
Diarrhoea

If your pet shows any of these signs of allergy, talk to
your veterinarian.
Three Kinds of Animal Allergies
• Atopic Dermatitis is a skin disease associated with
allergies to environmental pollens, moulds, house dust
and other common airborne substances (allergens).
• Flea Allergic Dermatitis is a common form of animal
allergy in which even a single fleabite can cause itcing
in an allergic animal. It is the most common type of
allergy in dogs.
• Food Allergies can appear as skin irritations but may
also show up as vomiting and diarrhoea.
Three Kinds of Solutions
If your pet exhibits signs of allergies, talk to your vet
about testing and treatment options. Your vet can check
for allergies with a simple blood or skin test. If it’s an
allergy, there are ways to alleviate your pet’s symptoms.
Avoidance of all environmental allergens is almost
impossible. However, avoidance can decrease exposure
and may reduce your pet’s symptoms. Avoidance can be
effective for flea and food allergies but is not practical
for allergies to things in your pet’s environment.

Symptomatic treatment addresses your pet’s symptoms
using corticosteroids, antihistamines, cyclosporine, or
fatty acids, but does nothing to stop the underlying
cause of the allergy. Allergen-Specific Immunotherapy is
a long-term treatment that builds immunity to allergens
using a serum specifically formulated for your pet’s
allergies, starting with a very small dose and increasing
gradually.
Controlling Allergens in Your Pet’s World
Avoiding all environmental allergens is almost impossible.
However, you can decrease your pet’s exposure which
may reduce your pet’s allergy symptoms. Here are a few
suggestions:
• Dust/vacuum often, but not when your pet is present
• Consider installing air conditioning, air filtration
systems, and/or a vacuum with air filtration to
avoid introducing allergens back into your pet’s
environment.
• Use dehumidifiers to help control mould and mites
• Bathe your pet frequently with a veterinarianrecommended shampoo
• Use other topical products as prescribed by your vet
• Limit your pet’s outdoor time during the peak allergy
season
• Avoid going outside at dawn and dusk, which can be
times of high outdoor pollen
• Rinse off your pet’s paws right after being outdoors
• Seek veterinary care immediately to treat any
suspected skin infections

Irish Therapy Dogs

c/o St. Mary’s Centre (Telford) Ltd., 185 – 201 Merrion Rd., Dublin 4. D04 T3H3
Charity Registration No: 18715 | Registered Charity No: 20072391 | Company Registration No: 464658
Telephone: (01) 544 6198 Email: info@irishtherapydogs.ie Website: www.irishtherapydogs.ie

Like us on Facebook !

Follow us on Twitter !

Keep tuned-in
for
all
Upcoming
Events
in
2017.
www.irishtherapydogs.ie
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